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Private Company Valuations by Mutual Funds

Abstract
We study the effect of private start-up holdings on mutual fund NAVs and daily returns
using the quarterly disclosures of mutual fund holdings. We identify over 100 private
securities issued by startups that are simultaneously held by an average of 11.6 mutual
funds. Price dispersion across fund families averages 8.4% for funds holding the same
security, while it is only 1.2% for funds within a family. We find that the reported prices
of private securities are frequently stale: 40% of prices are not updated between quarters.
We conjecture and find evidence that funds update private security prices when startups
close a new funding round, which establishes a new valuation for the company. Followon funding round events generate large valuation changes for private holdings, which
affect fund NAVs and lead to predictably strong fund returns in the days after the followon round, which is often anticipated by industry observers. Consistent with this
interpretation, the fund returns after follow-on funding events are positively related to the
economic significance of the private security valuation change for the fund (the product
of the private security weight in the fund portfolio and the security’s deal-over-deal
valuation change).
Keywords: Mutual funds, Venture capital, Entrepreneurial firm, Private valuation, Stale
prices

Historically, startup companies have funded growth by turning to seed investors,
angel investors, or private capital before turning to public markets with an initial public
offering (IPO). At the time of the IPO, mutual funds typically bid on shares in the IPO,
receive an allocation of shares from the underwriter at the IPO offer price, and often
enjoy a strong return from the offering price to the close of the first day of public trading.
However, in recent years large private companies like Uber, Airbnb, and Dropbox have
chosen to remain private while raising large amounts of capital by privately selling
securities to mutual funds often years in advance of a public IPO in what some observers
have referred to as private initial public offerings (Brown and Wiles, 2015). These large
private startups have become so common that the financial press has dubbed those with
valuations in excess of $1 billion as “unicorns,” and the Wall Street Journal tracks 167
venture capital backed private companies with valuations in excess of $1 billion.1
This new startup funding model leaves mutual funds holding illiquid private
securities, which raises two interesting questions. First, do mutual fund report different
simultaneous prices for the same private security? Valuing a private company is
notoriously difficult since there is no regular exchange of shares that allow frequent
updating of security prices that we observe for publicly traded stocks. It is common
practice for mutual funds to value private securities held in their portfolios based on their
internal valuation criteria or models, and exercise considerable discretion over the
reported valuation.2 Thus, unlike public securities, it seems plausible that valuations for
private companies might differ and perhaps substantially.
Second, does the pricing of private securities predictably affect the daily NAVs
and returns of mutual funds? Since there is little information about private securities, we
conjecture that mutual funds rarely update the valuations of private securities and are
most likely to do so when a new funding round closes since the new funding round
establishes a new valuation for the private company. The increase in the implied
valuation of a company between funding rounds can be substantial. For example, the
valuation3 of Airbnb more than doubled from $9.5 billion at the close of its Series D
1
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Securities regulations limit the illiquid (or “Level 3”) assets to 15 percent of the mutual fund holdings.
3
Calculated as the purchase price per share times the number of fully-diluted share count, or the industrystandard post-money valuation.
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funding round in April 2014 to $24 billion at the close of its Series E funding round
announced in June 2015.
Moreover, funding rounds for private companies are known in advance by those
involved in the funding rounds and are also widely covered on websites like TechCrunch
(www.techcrunch.com),

Equidate

(www.equidateinc.com),

and

Business

Insider

(www.businessinsider.com). These sources regularly report the status of funding rounds
for large private companies well in advance of the close of funding. For example, the
Business Insider reported that Coinbase Inc. was in talks with potential investors for a
funding round at a valuation of more than $1 billion on June 2, 2017. On August 10,
2017, the Business Insider reported Coinbase completed the funding round at a valuation
of $1.6 billion.4
In Figure 1, we present an example of three mutual funds that hold a private
security and illustrate the basic issues that we describe above. Fidelity Contrafund,
Morgan Stanley Multicap Growth, and Thrivent Growth Stock apparently purchased
Airbnb Series D securities, which were sold in April 2014 at a per share price of $40.71.
In June 2014, the funds all report holding Airbnb at $40.71. In December 2014, Morgan
Stanley increases its valuation to $50.41, while the other two funds continue to report
$40.71. In June 2015, shortly after Airbnb announced its Series E offering, all three funds
substantially increase the reported prices. During the next year, prices reported by the
three funds diverge more dramatically but converge again in September 2016 at $105 in
the wake of a Series F funding round in September 2016. While we plot three funds that
hold Airbnb as an example, 39 mutual funds in our sample hold Airbnb Series D.
To understand the pricing dynamics of private securities held by mutual funds
more generally, we develop a preliminary dataset of 118 private securities (for 86
different companies)5 held by 433 unique mutual funds between 2010 and 2015.6 We
restrict our analysis to securities that are simultaneously held by at least two mutual
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http://www.businessinsider.com/bitcoin-coinbase-valuation-funding-2017-6 and
http://www.businessinsider.com/coinbase-now-unicorn-valuation-series-d-funding-2017-8.
5
We treat securities issued in different rounds by the same issuer as distinct securities (e.g, Series D
Airbnb vs. Series E Airbnb) differing in contractual terms such as liquidation preference, participation, and
dividend preference (Metrick and Yasuda (2010)).
6
We are in the process of collecting more data on private security holdings and anticipate expanding this
dataset in future versions of this paper.
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funds, which affords us the opportunity to analyze simultaneous price dispersion across
mutual funds. For 624 security-quarters, we calculate a price dispersion measure across
mutual funds as the ratio of the standard deviation of prices to the mean price across
funds. In the average security-quarter, price dispersion is 4.7%. To put this in perspective,
two funds reporting prices of $29 and $31 for the same security would generate price
dispersion of 4.7%.7 This modest level of price dispersion masks large variation across
security-quarters. In 58% of security quarters, price dispersion is less than 1%. In the
remaining security-quarters, price dispersion averages 11.3% and is 25.7% at the 90th
percentile. (Two funds reporting prices of $25 and $35 generate a 23.6% dispersion
measure.) Moreover, price dispersion across funds within a family is a trivial 1.2%,
which we would expect if valuation committees at mutual fund companies govern the
reporting of valuations across funds. In contrast, price dispersion across fund families is
much larger − with an average of 8.4%, which is seven times the variation within a
family.
Price dispersion is highly persistent and slowly mean reverting. This conclusion is
based on a regression of price dispersion on its lagged value, which yields a coefficient
on the lagged value is 0.79. After the initial acquisition date, price dispersion increases
over time. After a follow-on funding round, which generates a common valuation for the
new-round private securities, price dispersion of existing private securities decreases but
with a lag. Public news about the company also decreases price dispersion.
Importantly, the reported prices of private securities are frequently stale. For each
fund-security-quarter observation, we calculate a quarterly return for the fund’s security
based on fund’s reported prices for the security in the current and prior quarter, which
generates more than 5,500 quarterly returns for fund-security observations. The mean
quarterly return is 7%, and the median is 0%. Moreover, 40% of all quarterly returns are
zero (i.e., 40% of prices are not updated between quarters).
Does this stale pricing generate predictable fund returns? To answer this question,
we analyze the returns of mutual funds that hold private securities following the official
start of a new funding round, which we generally date when the company files a restated
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certificate of incorporation in the company’s home state. As discussed above, these
funding rounds are often widely rumored to be under way before these official filing
dates and the commencement of actual funding. Defining the follow-on funding date as
t=0, we find the average cumulative abnormal returns is 66.4 bps (t-stat=2.71) in the fiveday window following the funding round, t = [0,5].
To link the strong fund returns more tightly to the markups of private securities in
the wake of the new funding round, we calculate the weight of private security in each
fund’s overall portfolio and the percentage change in the private security valuation based
on the deal-over-deal prices. For example, a fund that holds 0.5% of its assets in Airbnb
when Airbnb funds a new round that implies a 100% valuation increase will experience a
fund return of 50 bps if the fund doubles the private security valuation when the funding
commences. To test this conjecture, we regress the post-funding CARs of funds on the
product of the private security weight in the fund’s portfolio and the deal-over-deal
valuation change, which as conjectured generates a reliably positive coefficient estimate
that is close to one (0.979 when the dependent variable is the five-day CAR, t = [0,5]),
and statistically significant (t-stat=4.05).
In ongoing work, we are expanding the size of our sample and analyzing whether
mutual funds strategically mark private securities. Investments in private companies
afford considerable discretion to mutual fund manager who at times might use this
discretion to improve periodic fund returns. For example, bond mutual funds mark
illiquid securities in a pattern that is consistent with return smoothing (Cici, Gibson, and
Merrick 2011). There is also evidence that mutual funds and hedge funds strategically
mark securities toward the end of the year (Carhart, Kaniel, Musto, and Reed 2002;
Agarwal, Daniel, and Naik 2011).
Three recent working papers analyze the private investments of mutual funds.
Kwon, Lowry, and Qian (2017) analyze the general rise in mutual fund participation in
private markets over the last 20 years and conclude that mutual fund investments enable
companies to stay private an average one or two years longer. Chernenko, Lerner, and
Zeng (2017) analyze contract-level data to analyze the consequences of mutual fund
investments for corporate governance provisions. Huang et al. (2017) study the
performance of private startup firms backed by institutional investors and find that they
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are more mature, have higher likelihoods of successful exits, and (in case of IPO exits)
receive lower IPO underpricing and higher net proceeds. In contrast to these papers, we
analyze the variation in pricing across mutual funds and whether the private investments
lead to predictable fund returns.
Our work is related to the literature that analyzes the daily pricing of mutual
funds. U.S. mutual funds typically offer an exchange of shares once per day at a price
referred to as net asset value (NAV). Stale equity share prices (e.g., foreign equities or
thinly traded stocks), which are reflected in a fund’s net asset value, lead to predictable
fund returns (Bhargava, Bose, and Dubofsky (1998), Chalmers, Edelen, and Kadlec
(2001), Boudoukh et al. (2002), and Zitzewitz (2006)). Moreover, fund flows indicate
investors capitalize on these predictable returns (Goetzmann, Ivkovic, and Rouwenhorst
(2001) and Greene and Hodges (2002)). We document that private equity valuations are
much less frequently updated and lead to predictable fund returns.
Our study is also related to the literature on the valuation of private companies
and assets. In the mutual-fund literature, Cici, Gibson and Merrick (2011) study
dispersion in corporate bond valuation across mutual funds and find that such dispersion
is related to bond-specific characteristics associated with liquidity and market volatility.
Post-money valuation, the industry short hand for company valuation implied by a
new VC round of financing, is defined as the purchase price per share in the new round
multiplied by the fully-diluted share count. This measure abstracts away from the fact
that VCs and their co-investors invest in startups using complex securities, typically a
type of convertible preferred stock, and that securities issued in different rounds are not
identical in their investment terms. Some academic studies use post-money valuations as
proxies for the company valuation. For example, Cochrane (2005) and Korteweg and
Sorensen (2010) develop econometric methods that measure risk and return of VC
investments at the deal level using portfolio company post-money valuations observed at
the time of financing events. Gompers and Lerner (2000) find that competition for a
limited number of attractive investments leads to a positive relation between capital
inflows and valuations of new investments. We use the follow-on round purchase price as
a proxy for a new common valuation for the previous round private security and examine
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how mutual funds’ re-valuation decisions around the follow-on funding dates lead to
return predictability.
Metrick and Yasuda (2010) and Gornall and Streulaev (2017) develop optionpricing based valuation models for estimating the implied value of VC-backed private
companies that correct for the use of convertible preferred securities in VC financing
contracts. These techniques are useful when evaluating the value of the company at the
time of financing, but not applicable to how valuations of companies evolve between
rounds.
Barber and Yasuda (2017), Brown, Gredil, and Kaplan (2017), and Jenkinson,
Sousa, and Stucke (2013) examine the evolution of quarterly reported net asset values for
private equity funds around capital campaigns to raise a follow-on fund. However, these
are data on the quarterly valuations of the private equity fund, (i.e., the portfolio of
private companies aggregated at the fund level). This is mostly due to data limitations.
These papers find that fund managers use considerable discretion in setting net asset
values and that on average NAVs are held significantly below the values at which
investment ultimately exit. In related studies, Chakraborty and Ewens (2017) and Hüther
(2016) report that fund managers strategically delay portfolio company write-offs until
after a follow-on fund is raised. We extend this literature by documenting mutual funds
have considerable discretion over the valuation of private securities and are generally
slow to update valuations.
1. Data
Our raw data on mutual fund holdings of private equity securities come from both
CRSP Mutual Fund Database and mutual funds’ SEC filings of N-CSR and N-Q forms.
Because mutual funds’ holdings of private equity securities are rare before 2010, we
restrict our analysis to holdings reported in 2010 and thereafter.
There are two distinct data challenges we face in constructing a clean data set of
private equity security holding by mutual funds. First, neither CRSP nor SEC raw data
indicate definitively whether a security held by a mutual fund is a private equity security,
so we have to manually identify and verify private equity securities among mutual fund
holdings. We do this by matching these mutual fund holdings data with a list of VC
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investees and firms that recently went public that we build separately. To identify VCbacked companies, we use Thomson Reuters’ One Banker database. To identify firms
that recently went public, we use both Bloomberg and CRSP databases.
Second, VC-backed private companies typically issue some variants of convertible
preferred securities to their investors, rather than common stock. These securities issued
at different financing rounds (called Series A, Series B, etc.) differ in their terms, not just
in their purchase prices but also in other terms such as liquidation preference,
participation, dividend, etc. (Metrick and Yasuda (2010)). Thus, for example, if mutual
fund X holds and values a Series D preferred stock issued by Airbnb at $23/share and
another mutual fund Y holds and values a Series E preferred stock issued by Airbnb at
$25/share, it is not necessarily because the two funds differ in their valuation of the
company as a whole, but could be because the two securities differ in their contingent
claims on the company asset and therefore should have different valuations. This requires
us to identify not only the issuer of the security, but also the exact Series (A, B, C, etc.) to
which it belongs, and only compare securities belonging to the same Series and held by
multiple mutual funds. Assigning the Series to a security turns out to be a non-trivial task,
because security names are not standardized in mutual fund reports of their holdings,
and/or mutual funds frequently only report the security by its issuer name.
To overcome the first data challenge, we proceed as follows.
1. We start with all unique security names without CUSIP reported in the CRSP
Mutual Fund Database. There are initially 308,133 unique security names without
CUSIP. We eliminate securities that are unlikely to be U.S. private equity using
keywords in security names (e.g., “bond”, “coupon”, “7%”, “Put” “Forex”
“Mortgage”).8 This reduces the number of unique security names to 27,127. We
identify and assign issuer company name to each of these security names (e.g., if
the security name is “Uber Series F Preferred”, we assign “Uber” as the company
name).
2. We create a union of VC investment data from Thomson Reuters and the IPO data
from Bloomberg and CRSP to generate a list of VC-backed companies.

8
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3. We match the CRSP Mutual Fund investment data with the VC-backed company
list on issuer company name by using fuzzy name matching.
While the above matching process provides us with a sample of mutual fund
investments in VC-backed, pre-IPO companies, we still cannot use this dataset because of
the second data challenge as described above. To overcome the second data challenge,
we proceed as follows:
1. We further analyze the security name and extract information about the Series
name. If the CRSP mutual fund data holding clearly identifies the Series name
(e.g., “Uber Series F Preferred” and “Uber P/P Ser F”), then we assign this
investment a security ID uniquely associated with that company and that round.
2. For remaining security holdings that do not clearly identify the Series name (e.g.,
it is listed simply as “Uber”), we check the SEC filings of the same portfolio (NCSR and N-Q forms). If mutual fund clearly reports Series name in the Statement
of Investments in the SEC filings, then we assign this investment a security ID
uniquely associated with that company and that round. If not, N-CSR and N-Q
forms also have fields for “Initial Purchase Date” and “Initial Purchase Price”.
When these fields are filled in, we collect this information.
3. Separately, we create a dataset of VC funding rounds for VC-backed companies
that identifies the round investment date, per share purchase price, and Series
name. We collect this data mainly from the Genesis private company insight
database, and supplement it with other sources such as TechCrunch database.
4. Then we match the SEC filing data and the VC funding round data. If the initial
purchase price matches the per share purchase price of a funding round, and the
initial purchase date approximately matches round investment date (in the same
quarter), then we assign this investment a security ID uniquely associated with
that company and the round.
Using this matching method, we have identified 118 unique securities issued by
86 companies (each security is a unique company-round pair) that are held by at least 2
mutual funds for at least 2 quarters. Note that we compare only valuations of securities
with the same security ID and held in the same quarter to determine if there is price
dispersion; we do not compare valuations across different rounds of the same company.
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Also, note that we are still completing the collection of data from SEC filings, as this is
being done manually. Finally, even with the SEC data, some holdings cannot be clearly
assigned to a specific round; such holdings are excluded from our analysis of valuation
changes and measure of private equity portfolio weights. This means that our current
sample of mutual fund holdings of VC-backed companies is incomplete, and underreports
the actual exposure that mutual funds have to the private equity asset class. We expect
our final sample size and our measure of the total portfolio weight of private equity by
mutual funds to be greater than those reported in the current paper.
2. Valuations of Private Companies by Mutual Funds
2.1 Descriptive Statistics
In this section, we present evidence on the differences in the valuation of private
securities across mutual funds. Define Psfq as the price of private security s (e.g., Uber
Series D) held by fund f (e.g., Fidelity Contrafund) at the end of quarter q (e.g., March
31, 2015). We measure the variation in valuation across mutual funds by first calculating
the standard deviation of prices across funds holding security s in quarter q, σsq and then
scaling by average price of security s across funds in quarter q (𝑃!" ):
!

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑃𝑟𝑐_𝐴𝑣𝑔(𝑠, 𝑞) = !!"
!"

(1)

Since average prices might be skewed by a fund that has marked the security up or down
dramatically, we also scale by median prices (DispPrc_Med(s,q)). As an example, a
security that is held by two funds in the same quarter at prices of $29 and $31 would
generate a DispPrc_Avg(s,q) = 1.4/30 = 4.7%.
In Table 1, we present summary statistics on our sample of private companies
held by at least two mutual funds in each quarter. In Panel A, we present descriptive
statistics for the full sample, which consists of 86 different firms (e.g., Uber). For these
firms, there are 118 unique securities (e.g., Uber Series D, Uber Series E, etc.), which
yield 624 security-quarter observations of price dispersion, DispPrc_Avg(s,q), or about
624/118=5.3 quarters for each security. All securities in our sample are held by at least
two funds in the same quarter (i.e., NumFd ≥ 2). On average, 11.6 funds hold the same
security in quarter q and the median number of funds is 7.
On average, price dispersion is 4.7% across funds in the same quarter, which is in
the same ballpark of the example above (two funds holding the same security at prices of
9

$29 and $31 generating a dispersion measure of 4.7%). The mean standard deviation of
prices across funds is $0.69 and the average (median) security price is $18.67 ($18.74).
The observed price dispersion is often zero and at times large. We observe no price
dispersion (median is zero) in more than half of security quarters, while in 10% of
security quarters we observe price dispersion of 12% or more (90th percentile of
DispPrc_Avg is 12.2%).
In Panel B, we restrict the sample to security quarter observations where the price
dispersion exceeds 1%. The resulting sample represents about half of firms and securities
in our sample and about 40% of security-quarter observations (257 out of 624). These
securities tend to be held by more funds and price dispersion can get as large as 25% or
more.
Some fund families (e.g., Fidelity and T. Rowe Price) use a centralized committee
to determine values for all its funds for each private company. 9 If this practice is
widespread, we expect to observe greater variation in prices across fund families but
much less variation within fund families. To investigate whether this price dispersion
results from variation in pricing within a particular fund family (e.g., Fidelity) or across
fund families (e.g., Fidelity and T. Rowe Price), in Panel C we calculate price dispersion
within a fund family. In this analysis, we require that a security be held by two funds
within the same fund family in quarter q. The analysis yields a price dispersion measure
for security s for fund family F in quarter q, DispPrc_Avg(s,F,q). Fund families in which
a single fund holds a security are dropped from this analysis. However, since we have
observations for multiple fund families for the same security quarter, the number of
observations increases to 1,099. As expected, the price dispersion within fund families is
quite small (1.2% on average) and is precisely zero for more than 90% of funds in this
sample. Thus, the documented price dispersion occurs across (rather than within) fund
families.
In Panel D, we present a complement to the within fund family analysis and
analyze dispersion across fund families. To do so, we first calculate the average price of
security s in quarter q across funds in family F. We then calculate price dispersion across
9

See “Here’s why mutual fund valuations of private companies can vary” by Francine McKenna on
marketwatch.com, published November 20, 2015: http://www.marketwatch.com/story/heres-why-mutualfund-valuations-of-private-companies-can-vary-2015-11-20
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fund families based on the standard deviation and mean of the average price for each
fund family. As anticipated, price dispersion across fund families is much larger than
within-family price dispersion, 8.4% on average.
2.2 Stale Pricing
Another important feature of the pricing of private securities is the infrequent
updating of the prices. This aspect of pricing is evident in the Airbnb example of Figure
1. To get a sense for how often funds update prices, we calculate a quarterly return for
fund f and security s based on the fund’s reported prices for the security in the current and
prior quarters:
!!",!

𝑅!"# = !

!",!!!

− 1.

(2)

In Table 2, Panel A, we present descriptive statistics on this quarterly return variable
across 5,513 fund-security-quarter observations. The average quarterly return is 7%, but
the median return and 40% of all returns are zero.
In Panel B, for each of 1,265 fund-security pairs, we calculate the percentage of
quarters in which the fund does not change the reported price of the private security (i.e.,
quarterly return is zero). We also calculate the number of quarters until the prices are
updated from the acquisition price, where we use the initially reported security price as a
proxy for the acquisition price. On average, mutual funds report zero returns in 46.6% of
all quarters and it takes on average 2 quarters for the fund to update its acquisition price.
In short, stale pricing is prevalent for these private securities.
2.3 Determinants of Price Dispersion
We next examine if mutual funds consistently display dispersion in valuations of
private firms over time and if the dispersion relates to the number of funds that hold the
securities of private firms. Specifically, we implement a two-step Fama and MacBeth
(1973) methodology. First, we estimate cross-sectional regressions each quarter where we
regress the average price dispersion estimated in Equation (1) for quarter q over the
dispersion in quarter q−1 and the number of funds holding a security during quarter q−1.
To account for the skewness in the number of funds variable, we use the log of the
number of funds as the independent variable. Second, we calculate the time-series
average of the estimated coefficients across all quarters and make the Newey and West
(1987) adjustment in the t-statistics to account for serial correlation in the estimated
11

coefficients. We repeat our analysis using median price dispersion instead of average
dispersion to account for outliers in funds’ security valuations.
Table 3 shows two notable findings. First, there is evidence of strong persistence
in dispersion regardless of whether we control for the number of funds holding a security.
Model 1 shows an estimated AR (1) coefficient of 0.786 that is significant at the 1% level
(t-stat = 12.62). The fact that the coefficient on lagged dispersion is less than 1 suggests
price dispersion is slowly mean reverting. When we include the number of funds as an
additional control variable in Model 2, this coefficient remains unchanged with a similar
level of statistical significance. Models 3 and 4 show similar results when we repeat the
analysis using median price dispersion. Second, there is a positive relation between the
average or median price dispersion, and the number of funds holding a security. The
estimated coefficient on the logarithm of number of funds is 0.027 and 0.020 in Models 2
and 4, and significant at 10% and 5%, respectively. Taken together, results in Table 3
show that price dispersion is persistent over time and increases with the number of funds
holding a private security.
To understand how price dispersion evolves over time, we begin by estimating the
following panel regression across securities (s) and quarters (q):
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑃𝑟𝑐_𝐴𝑣𝑔!" = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑄𝑇𝑅𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒!" + 𝑐𝐹𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑂𝑛!" + 𝑑𝐿𝑛 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐹𝑑!" + 𝜇! + 𝜀!" .(3)

The dependent variable is the price dispersion across mutual funds (see Table 1). The key
independent variables are QTRSinceIssue, which is a count of number of quarters since
the initial purchase, FollowOn, which takes a value of 1 upon a follow-on funding round
and 0 otherwise, and Ln(NumFd), the log of the number of funds holding the security. As
controls, we include security fixed effects (𝜇! ).
In Table 4, Model 1 reports the results of this baseline regression. On average, price
dispersion increases modestly over time (30 bps per quarter or a little more than 1.2% per
annum). The coefficient on FollowOn is insignificant, suggesting that the price dispersion
does not change significantly upon a follow-on round beyond QTRSinceIssue, as this
coefficient measures price dispersion in all quarters after a FollowOn round.
We conjecture that price dispersion decreases following news about the company. To
test this conjecture, we augment the baseline model to include RavenPack’s measure of
aggregate event volume (AEV), a count of event volume measured over a rolling 90-day
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window. Unfortunately, these data are only available for 170 security-quarter
observations. Nonetheless, we find strong support for the idea that publicly disclosed
events reduce price dispersion. The economic magnitude of this effect is large: a one
standard deviation increase in AEV reduces the price dispersion by 0.85%, which
amounts to 18% of the average price dispersion of 4.7% observed in the sample.10 In this
subsample of funds, price dispersion increases more dramatically with time
(QTRSinceIssue) and is not reliably related to the number of funds holding the security.
In Model 3, we analyze whether the price dispersion changes after a follow-on
funding round using a more granular coding of quarters after a funding round.
Specifically, we construct a series of indicator variables that take a value of 1 if the
quarter contains a follow-on funding round (FollowOnQTR) or is 1 to 4 quarters after a
follow-on funding round (1 QTRSinceNew to 4 QTRSinceNew). In this model, we find
stronger evidence that price dispersion decreases following a funding round though the
preliminary evidence suggests this reduction in price dispersion appears only 3 to 4
quarters after the follow-on funding quarter.
In Model 4, we consider an alternative specification where we interact
QTRSinceIssue × (1−FollowOn) and QTRSinceNew × FollowOn. The coefficient
estimate on QTRSinceIssue × (1−FollowOn) of 0.011 indicates price dispersion increases
on average by 1.1% per quarter after the acquisition quarter (though the coefficient is not
statistically significant from 0). The negative coefficient on the squared term indicates
price dispersion increases at a decreasing rate, though again the coefficient is not reliably
different from zero. When a follow-on offer occurs, these variables are switched off and
replaced with QTRSinceNew × FollowOn and FollowOn. The coefficient estimates of
3.2% on FollowOn and -1.3% and 0.1% for QTRSinceNew × FollowOn and its square
terms indicate that price dispersion is generally higher at the time of a FollowOn offering
(compared to pre-FollowOn periods), but tends to decrease after the follow-on funding
round by 1.3% per quarter. To illustrate, one quarter after a FollowOn round, the price
dispersion is 2%, reflecting a net decrease of 1.2% (0.032−0.013+0.001).

10

For instance, the economic impact for AEV is quantified as −0.025×0.34 = 0.85%, where −0.025 is the
regression parameter of AEV in Model 2 and 0.34 is the standard deviation of AEV.
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In combination, this analysis suggests price dispersion increases over time, but
tends to decrease after a follow-on funding round.
3. Private Equity and Active Bets
What motivate mutual funds to invest in private company securities? Recent
literature (e.g., Cremers and Pareek (2016)) document that among mutual funds engaged
in active management, only those with long holding durations outperform the benchmark.
It is thus plausible that mutual fund managers are motivated to invest in private company
securities as part of their patient and active investment strategies.
We explore this possibility by examining the cross-sectional correlation between a
fund’s private equity portfolio weight and a measure of active management. The idea is
that mutual funds holding a relatively large portion of their assets in private equity are
more actively managing their overall fund portfolio.
First we construct a measure of mutual fund active measurement following
Amihud and Goyenko (2013). We regress monthly fund excess returns on returns of a
!
multifactor benchmark model. For fund 𝑓 in quarter 𝑞, 𝑅!,!
is the proportion of the fund

return variance that is explained by the variation in these factors ─ obtained from the
Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model (including market, size, book-to-market, and
momentum factors) with a 24-month estimation period for fund quarters between 2010
and 2015 for U.S. domestic active equity mutual funds that hold at least one private
company security. The regression uses the logistic transformation of R2 (as is done in
Amihud and Goyenko (2013)) because its distribution is negatively skewed with its mass
being in the high values that are closer to 1.0. Specifically:
!
𝑇𝑅!,!
= log

!
!
𝑅!,!
+ 𝑐/ 1 − 𝑅!,!
+𝑐 ,

(4)

where 𝑐 = 0.5/𝑛, and 𝑛 is the sample size (𝑛 = 24), following Amihud and Goyenko
(2013).
Next, we construct an active share measure following Cremers and Pareek (2016).
We define
ASFDf,q = ∑s∈f|wf,s,q − wb,s,q|/2,

(5)
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where wf,s,q is the weight of security s in fund f in quarter q, and wb,s,q is the weight of
security s in the benchmark (tracked by fund f) in the same quarter. Note that any private
company security by definition has a benchmark weight wb,s,q of 0; thus, funds holding
more private securities will have a larger active share measure, all else equal. We use the
self-declared benchmark in Morningstar Direct.11
Finally, we define private equity portfolio weight of fund f as
WTPEf,q = ∑s∈fwf,s,q × PEs,q

(6)

where PEs,q is a dummy variable indicating security s is a private equity.
In Table 5, Panel A, we present summary statistics of these measures for 140 U.S.
active mutual funds that hold at least one private equity stock. Mean (median) active
share of these funds across 1,323 fund-quarters is 0.765 (0.820). Cremers and Pareek
(2016) report mean active share of 0.77, so our sample of mutual funds holding some
private equity seems to be fairly representative of active mutual funds. Among these
funds, mean portfolio weight of private company security in our current sample is 0.8%.
Note that this measure is a downward biased estimate of the fund’s true private equity
portfolio for at least two reasons. First, our process of identifying private equity holdings
by these mutual funds is still incomplete; thus, by the time our process is complete, we
expect the private equity portfolio weights of these funds to be greater. Second, we
include in our analysis only those holdings that we can clearly identify as belonging to a
specific financing round. This stringent requirement is necessary to rule out spurious
valuation dispersion among securities induced by mixing different securities issued by
the same issuer, but results in a smaller subset of all private equity holdings by mutual
funds to be included in our sample. Finally, the mean of R-squared (after logistic
transformation) is 3.724.
In Panel B, we present the panel regression result where the fund R-squared
measure is regressed on private equity portfolio weight as well as the fund’s overall

11

As Morningstar Direct only provides the current self-declared benchmark, we complement it with the
historical Morningstar Direct data obtained in 2011, 2013, and 2015. We also assume that the benchmark
remains the same in between and apply the benchmark in 2011 to previous years. In an unreported result,
we verify that our measure ASFD is highly significantly correlated in the cross section with two alternative
measures used in Cremers and Pareek (2016). Namely, the correlation between ASFD and CPMIN
(minimum active share across all possible benchmarks) and CPSD (active share with respect to the selfdeclared benchmark) is 0.832 and 0.931, respectively.
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active share measure (as a control). t-statistics are clustered at the fund level in all
models. In Models 4 to 6, quarterly fixed effects are also included. We find that, in line
with the prior results in the literature, the fund’s active share measure is negatively
correlated with the fund’s R-square measure. When we further add the private equity
portfolio weight measure in Models 2 and 5, we find that both the active share measure
and the private equity portfolio weight have significant and negative coefficients,
suggesting that private equity portfolio is a part of the fund’s active management strategy,
over and above its public equity component (which is captured by the ASFD). In Models
3 and 6, we replace the WTPE measure with a dummy variable which equals 1 if the
fund’s WTPE exceeds 1%, and 0 otherwise. We find that a fund with private equity
portfolio weight of 1% or greater on average has 0.422 lower (transformed) R-square.
To summarize, we find that mutual funds that are active investors in private
company security are those funds whose returns are less well explained by factor returns.
This finding is consistent with the view that mutual funds strategically invest in private
company securities to boost their performance over and above their benchmark returns.
This suggests the possibility that the price dispersion across funds we document arises
either because they differ in their opinions of the company’s worth, or because fund
managers exercise strategic discretion in how they mark their holdings, or both. Cici,
Gibson and Merrick (2011) find that bond fund managers’ marking patterns are
consistent with returns smoothing behavior by managers. We plan to examine these and
other strategic motives of fund managers as determinants of their marking patterns in
future extension of this study.
4. Stale Pricing, Private Security Funding, and Predictability of Fund Returns
4.1 Main Results
While mutual funds are required to report to the SEC only quarterly, mutual funds
mark the net asset values (NAVs) of their individual stock holdings on a daily basis in
order to compute the funds’ NAV. The NAV of publicly traded stocks are based on the
daily closing market prices of the securities in the fund’s portfolio. However, for private
security holdings, funds determine the fair value of the security based on a valuation
method, which is often determined by a valuation committee for the fund family. With
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each new round of financing, the valuation of a private security generally changes, and
these changes are often dramatic. For example, the purchase price per share of Airbnb
Series D is $40.71 in April 2014 while the purchase price in the July 13, 2015, follow-on
round of Airbnb Series E more than doubled to $90.09. Mutual funds holding Airbnb
Series D are expected to significantly revise the valuation of their Airbnb holdings
around the Series E funding date. In general, we hypothesize that there is a predictable
change in the valuation of the private holdings around the start date of a follow-on
funding round, which in turn generates predictable returns in the mutual fund, particularly
if the private security is a relatively large holding within the mutual fund. We utilize this
unique feature of private equity valuations to investigate the predictability of fund returns
with each new round of financing. We also expect the change in the funds’ NAV to be
positively related to the magnitude of the change in deal price and the weight of the
private investment in the fund’s overall portfolio.
We start by examining the daily fund abnormal returns around the follow-on
round of financing of the private company held by the mutual fund. For funds that hold at
least one private security s, the abnormal return on fund f on day t is defined as
AR_MKTft = Rf,t – RMKT,t ,

(7)

where Rf,t (RMKT,t) is the return on fund f (the value-weighted market portfolio) on day t.
Denoting the follow-on round date for the issuer of private security s as day 0, the day 0
abnormal return for a fund f that holds the private security s is AR_MKTf,s,0. We compute
the corresponding cumulative abnormal returns over a k-day window from day 0 to day k:
𝐶𝐴𝑅_𝑀𝐾𝑇!,! [0, 𝑘] =

!
!!!(1

+ 𝐴𝑅_𝑀𝐾𝑇!,!,! ) − 1.

(8)

Our empirical analysis is based on the cumulative abnormal returns averaged across
funds, CAR_MKT[0,k], and the standard errors that are clustered at the follow-on
security-round level to account for cross-correlation in fund returns surrounding a
common security funding date.
As reported in Panel A, Table 6, our preliminary sample consists of 322 fundsecurity observations, made up of 30 security-rounds with an average of 11 mutual funds
holding the security. Accounting for private companies with multiple rounds of follow-on
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financing, the sample comprises 26 unique private companies.12 To be included in the
sample, we require that each mutual fund holds a private security prior to a follow-on
round of financing by its issuer, giving us 154 funds holding at least one security before
the follow-on round.
We also split the sample into two groups by fund families. The first group
consists of funds in the Big 5 mutual fund families that most actively invest in private
companies. They are Fidelity, T. Rowe Price, Hartford, American Funds, and
Blackrock. 13 These 5 fund families account for 55 percent of the fund-securities
observations in our sample. The second group comprising the other fund families (nonBig 5 fund families) account for 145 fund-security observations (see Panel A, Table 6).
Panel A of Table 6 reports the cumulative abnormal fund returns over several
windows around the follow-on funding date event. For five securities, we obtain funding
dates from TechCrunch, which reports only the month and year of the financing round so
we use the first day of the month as day 0. For the windows prior to the event, between
day −10 and day 0, we do not observe any significant return patterns. This is what we
would expect if the adjustment for market returns accounts for much of the variation in
fund returns in the pre-event window. The CAR_MKT[0,k] in the post-event window is
positive for the full sample as well as the two groups of fund families. For example, for
the 5-day event window, CAR_MKT[0,5] the average returns is 39 bps, and ranges
between 27 bps and 53 bps for the two sub-samples. However, these CAR_MKT
estimates are not statistically significant.
To sharpen inferences, we consider two filters. To minimize the noise arising
from the observations with unknown day of financing round, we remove the data
obtained using TechCrunch round dates. This filter reduces the sample to 282 fundsecurity observations (Panel B, Table 6). We find that the magnitude of the abnormal
fund returns increases across all post-event holding periods and the two sub-samples. The
cumulative abnormal return over the 5-day window, CAR_MKT[0,5], is larger at 54 bps
and is statistically significant (t-stat = 2.31). We also find statistically and economically
12

The sample includes 3 companies with multiple rounds of financing: Airbnb, Evernote (2 rounds of
follow-on financing each) and Uber (3 follow-on financing rounds).
13
This is based on the market value of the private-firm equity holdings as of Q2 2016, reported in
Morningstar Manager Research, December 2016.
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significant CAR_MKT[0,5] of between 44 bps and 68 bps for the two sub-groups. The
abnormal fund returns are weaker in the other two windows, CAR_MKT[0, 3] and
CAR_MKT[0,10], although the point estimates are larger than those in Panel A.
Next, we require that the fund reports holding the same private security in the first
quarterly report after the new round of financing in order to be retained in the sample.
This filter assures that the funds we analyze hold the private security on the date of the
funding round. It should be noted that we do not require that the fund participate in the
new round of financing. Hence, we only delete funds that do not continue to hold the
same original-round private security (that they held prior to the follow-on round event) in
the post event window. This additional filter reduces the number of fund-securities
observations to 240, representing 18 security-rounds reported in Panel C. As shown in
Panel C, we find stronger evidence of predictability in mutual fund returns. The average
abnormal returns are higher than those in Panels A and B, across all post-event windows.
The higher return is consistent with a reduction in noise significantly improving the
evidence in favor of predictability of fund returns. Specifically, CAR_MKT[0,5] is 66 bps
across all funds, which is both economically large and statistically significant.
Additionally, the return predictability is concentrated in the Big 5 fund families. This is
consistent with the notion that funds specializing in the private equity investments are
quicker in updating their prices in response to a new round of financing.
In untabulated results (available on request), we adjust fund returns by the fund
benchmark portfolio returns (instead of the market returns), denoted by CAR_BMK.
These fund benchmarks are based the Lipper fund objectives obtained from CRSP
Mutual Fund Database. The results on abnormal returns are robust to using fund
benchmark portfolios to adjust the fund returns. For the full sample in Panel A, we obtain
statistically significant CAR_BMK[0,5], although the magnitude is slightly smaller at 30
bps. Similarly, adding data filters in Panels B and C leads to a higher economic
magnitude and statistical significance of the fund abnormal returns. The CAR_BMK[0,5]
is higher at 41 bps (49 bps) when we delete data from TechCrunch (and require that the
funds continue to hold the private security in the post-event window).
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4.2 Portfolio Sorts on Economic Significance of Private Equity Returns
Following the evidence of strong predictability in fund returns around new round
of financing, we test if predictability is greater when funds have greater exposure to
private securities that experience bigger valuation changes, i.e., there is a larger deal price
increase (from the last round to the next) in the more heavily weighted private securities
in a fund’s portfolio. It is intuitive to expect a positive relation between predictability and
the product of deal price change and investment weight in private securities. Bigger deal
price increases in those private securities where funds hold a substantial fraction of their
portfolios should have a larger impact on the fund’s NAV, thereby contributing more to
the predictability in fund’s overall returns.
Panel A1 of Table 7 reports the distribution of percentage difference in the private
security deal price between the original round and the follow-on round (∆Deal) divided
into terciles based on the percentage change in deal price. The average percentage change
in deal price is 4.5%, 35.6%, and 123.7% for the low, medium, and high groups.
Moreover, we observe substantial cross-sectional variation within each group. For
example, for securities in the “high” group, variation in percentage change in deal price
between the 10th and 90th percentiles ranges from 66.2% and 199%. Not surprisingly,
most of the percentage changes are positive since private firms are unlikely to issue new
securities in a follow-on round at a lower valuation (only the 10th percentile of the “low”
group shows a value of −58.8%). In addition to the percentage change in the deal price,
we also need to consider the percentage weight of each private security in a fund’s
portfolio (WTPE) to determine the effect of the change in deal price on a fund’s overall
return. After all, if a fund holds an insignificant proportion of a private security in its
portfolio, it will not make much dent in the fund-level returns despite a big valuation
change. Therefore, we take the product of the percentage change in deal price and the
investment weight of each private security (∆Deal × WTPE), and divide it into terciles.
Panel A2 reports the distribution of WTPE for each tercile. The average percentage
holding of private securities varies from 0.079% to 0.504% across terciles. Panel A3
reports the distribution of ∆Deal × WTPE for the low, medium, and high categories. The
averages range from 0.053% to 0.473% from the low to high category, again with
significant cross-sectional variation within each category.
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We next examine if the strength of predictability in fund returns varies with the
product of the percentage change in deal price and the investment weight of each private
security (∆Deal × WTPE). To that end, Panel B of Table 7 reports the cumulative
abnormal returns (CARs) around the follow-on funding event at the fund-security level
for the terciles based on ∆Deal × WTPE. We average the CARs across fund-securities in
each tercile portfolio and cluster the standard errors at the security level. To be included
in this analysis, we require that the securities are held by funds that appear is in all the
three groups in Panel B. We compute CARs relative to both the value-weighted market
index returns and fund’s benchmark portfolio returns, CAR_MKT and CAR_BMK,
respectively. Results in Panel B strongly support our hypothesis of greater predictability
in fund returns when funds hold a greater proportion of those private securities that
experience a bigger valuation change during follow-on funding. CARs for 3-, 5-, and 10day windows after the event date 0 are all positive and significant for the “High” group,
regardless of whether we use the value-weighted market returns or fund’s benchmark
returns to estimate CARs. In contrast, there is weaker evidence of predictability for the
“Medium” group, and virtually no predictability for the “Low” group. There is also a
monotonic increase in the magnitude of CARs for all three post-event windows from
“Low” to “High” group. Moreover, the economic magnitude of predictability is large. For
example, for the “high” group, CAR_MKT ranges from 45 bps to 83 bps over 3- to 10-day
window after the event date of follow-on funding.
In summary, findings in Table 7 show that investors can predict future fund
returns when funds adjust the typical stale valuations of private securities at the time of
follow-on funding by issuers, especially when there are bigger changes in the deal price
during subsequent funding events and for those securities that have larger weights in a
fund’s portfolio.
4.3 Cross-Sectional Regressions of CARs
The above findings show that returns on funds holding private securities are
predictable around the follow-on funding event by the same issuers and that the
predictability is stronger when fund f holds a larger share of security s in their portfolio
(WTPEfs) and when the change in the deal price (∆Deals) is large. We check for the
robustness of the finding in the context of a regression model. Using the cumulative
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abnormal fund returns over k days around the event date, CAR_MKTfs[0,k], we estimate
the following regression model, regressed over all fund-security-round observations:
𝐶𝐴𝑅_𝑀𝐾𝑇!" 0, 𝑘 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 ∆𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑙! ×𝑊𝑇𝑃𝐸!" + 𝜀!" .

(9)

Under the hypothesis that the overall fund performance is significantly related to the
performance of the private securities held, particularly around the follow-on funding
event, we expect a positive coefficient 𝛽. Moreover, if we have reasonable estimates of
the private security weight and the change in valuation of the private security the 𝛽
coefficient should equal one. For example, a fund that holds 1% of Airbnb Series D and
increases the valuation of the holding by 50% should experience an abnormal return of
0.5% in the fund return.
Table 8, Panel A reports the distribution of the variables in the regression. The
sample is similar to that reported in Table 6, Panel B, as we exclude security-rounds
obtained from TechCrunch database since both the exact event date and deal price are
unavailable. In Panel A1 of Table 8, we find that the mean ∆Deals around the follow-on
funding across all private security rounds in our sample is economically large at 54
percent. The median value of ∆Deals is also large at 33 percent, and over 100 percent at
the 75th percentile. As expected, the weight of the private security in the fund portfolio is
small, with a mean (median) of 0.23 (0.11) percent of the total fund assets. Interestingly,
the product of ∆Deals and WTPEf,s has a non-trivial mean of 0.21 percent. To put this in
perspective, the average private security experiences an average of 54 percent increase in
valuation, and this translates to an average increase in the fund overall value by 0.21
percent on the event date (see Panel A2). At the extreme 90th percentile, the equivalent
increase in fund overall value arising from the change in deal price is economically
bigger at 0.45 percent.
The estimate of the above regression model is presented in Panel B of Table 8.
Consistent with the cumulative evidence so far, we find a strong positive relation between
fund performance and the change in the valuation of the private securities held. For
example, using the 5-day event window [0,5], the cross-sectional variation in the
abnormal fund returns corresponds to the change in valuations arising from its private
equity investments, indicated by the point estimate of 𝛽 close to 1.0. The regression
results are weaker when we reduce the event window to 3-days, consistent with the idea
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that not many funds adjust their valuations within 3 days of the funding round. More
importantly, these findings suggest that changes of the valuation of private equities can
have material effect on mutual fund returns, although their holdings tend to be small
relative to the overall assets under management.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the valuation of private companies held by mutual funds
in their portfolio. We document two intriguing empirical findings related to these
holdings. First, we find large differences in the valuation of the same private securities
reported by these mutual funds. The average dispersion (standard deviation) in the prices
reported by multiple funds holding a private security is 4.7%, which translates to about
$1 for a security priced at $30. When we trace the dispersion in prices over time, we
observe that the price dispersion increases with the passage of time as some funds update
their prices based on news about the company or their own internal valuation models
while other funds value the investment at stale prices. Interestingly, the price dispersion
decreases after a follow-on round of financing for the same company, consistent with
many funds using the deal price of the new round to update their valuations of the
existing private securities they hold.
Second, we find that the infrequent updating of the prices of the private securities
generates predictable mutual fund returns. Specifically, we find that these mutual funds
display large abnormal fund returns immediately after a follow-on funding round for the
private securities held. Follow-on funding rounds typically involve significant changes in
the deal prices and imminence of these new rounds is often rumored or known in
advance. Defining the new funding round date as the event day, we find the average
cumulative abnormal fund returns is an economically and statistically significant 66 bps
in the five-day window following the funding round. Moreover, the abnormal fund
returns are positively related to the weight of the private security in the fund’s overall
portfolio and the percentage change in the private security valuation based on the dealover-deal prices. For example, for funds that hold a larger percentage of the private
securities whose valuation changes are also large, the average cumulative abnormal
mutual fund returns in the five days following a new funding round increases to 83 bps.
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Table 1. Price dispersion in private company valuations by mutual funds, 2010 to 2015
For private securities held by multiple mutual funds in the same quarter, we present the number of funds that
hold the security (NumFd). Price dispersion (DispPrc_Avg) is the standard deviation of prices across funds
in the same quarter (StdPrc) divided by the average security price across funds (AvgPrc). DispPrc_Med is
the standard deviation divided by median price (AvgMed). Panel A presents statistics for all security quarters
and Panel B conditions on average price dispersion greater than 1%. Panel C calculates price dispersion
within fund families, which yields multiple observations for the same security in the same quarter. Panel D
calculates price dispersion across fund families (average price is first calculated within the fund to generate a
price dispersion measure).
No.
Firms

No.
Securities

No.
SecurityQuarters

Mean

Panel A: Security-Quarters (Full Sample)
NumFd
86
118
624
11.630
DispPrc_Avg
86
118
624
0.047
DispPrc_Med
86
118
624
0.048
StdPrc
86
118
624
0.691
AvgPrc
86
118
624
18.674
MedPrc
86
118
624
18.735
Panel B: Security-Quarters: DispPrc_Avg(s,q) > 0.01
NumFd
42
62
257
19.304
DispPrc_Avg
42
62
257
0.113
DispPrc_Med
42
62
257
0.115
StdPrc
42
62
257
1.673
AvgPrc
42
62
257
23.982
MedPrc
42
62
257
24.129
Panel C: Within Family, Family-Security-Quarters
NumFd
81
107
1,099
3.922
DispPrc_Avg
81
107
1,099
0.012
DispPrc_Med
81
107
1,099
0.012
StdPrc
81
107
1,099
0.147
AvgPrc
81
107
1,099 19.596
MedPrc
81
107
1,099 19.588
Panel D: Across Families, Security-Quarters
NumFam
51
70
325
4.763
DispPrc_Avg
51
70
325
0.084
DispPrc_Med
51
70
325
0.086
StdPrc
51
70
325
1.380
AvgPrc
51
70
325
20.991
MedPrc
51
70
325
21.126

Std.
Dev.

10%

25%

Median

14.743
0.103
0.107
1.422
24.783
24.908

2
0.000
0.000
0.000
3.000
2.965

3
0.000
0.000
0.000
4.911
4.911

7
12
27
0.000 0.054 0.122
0.000 0.053 0.116
0.000 0.848 2.147
12.069 19.101 35.895
11.923 19.101 35.895

19.272
0.135
0.141
1.811
30.394
30.617

4
0.021
0.021
0.235
3.380
3.375

8
0.042
0.042
0.548
7.343
7.000

12
25
41
0.065 0.115 0.257
0.065 0.114 0.250
1.222 2.114 3.786
15.401 23.664 44.972
16.260 24.350 45.755

3.057
0.070
0.078
0.895
21.156
21.159

2
0.000
0.000
0.000
3.159
3.159

2
0.000
0.000
0.000
7.177
7.177

3
4
8
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000
13.660 24.352 38.211
13.630 24.352 38.050

5.332
0.121
0.130
1.921
26.956
27.267

2
0.000
0.000
0.000
3.234
3.159

2
0.000
0.000
0.000
5.646
5.841

4
5
7
0.053 0.105 0.217
0.052 0.103 0.220
0.710 1.945 4.106
14.180 22.214 40.639
14.029 22.347 40.713

75%

90%
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Table 2. Stale pricing of private securities.
Quarterly Return for a fund-security-quarter is calculated using the reported prices by fund f in quarter q and q1 for security s, (Pfsq/Pfs,q-1 - 1). Panel A reports descriptive statistics across fund-security-quarter observations.
For each fund-security pair, we calculate the percentage of quarters in which the fund does not change the
reported price of the private security (i.e., quarterly return is zero). We also calculate the number of quarters
until prices are updated from the acquisition price, where we use the initially reported price of the private
security as a proxy for the acquisition price.
No.
Security

Obs.

Mean

Std.Dev.

10%

Panel A: Quantile Distribution of Fund-Security-Quarter Returns
Return
118
5,513
0.070
0.375
-0.204
Panel B: Fund-Security Return Characteristics
%Zero Return
118
1,265
0.466
0.381
0.000
Qtr to Update
118
1,265
2.013
1.408
1

25%

Median

75%

90%

-0.008

0.000

0.086

0.331

0.000
1

0.500
1

0.818
3

1.000
4
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Table 3. Persistence in price dispersion
This table reports the results of the two-step Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions of average or
median price dispersion during quarter q over the average or median price dispersion in quarter q-1
and the number of funds holding a private security during quarter q. First, cross-sectional regressions
are estimated each quarter and then time-series averages across quarters are reported using the Newey
and West (1987) adjustment for the serial correlation. Lag (DispPrc_Avg) and Lag (DispPrc_Med) are
the average and median price dispersion during quarter q-1, respectively. Log (NumFd) is the
logarithm of the number of funds holding each private security in our sample during quarter q.

Lag (DispPrc_Avg)

Model 1
0.786***
(12.62)

Model 2
0.786***
(7.07)

Lag (DispPrc_Med)
Log (NumFd)
Constant

0.012***
(4.00)

0.027*
(1.89)
-0.063
(-1.27)

R-squared
Obs

0.566
503

0.654
503

Model 3

Model 4

0.778***
(11.54)

0.011***
(3.16)

0.738***
(8.44)
0.020**
(2.72)
-0.037
(-1.52)

0.569
503

0.645
503

*, **, *** - significant at the 10, 5, and 1% level (respectively)
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Table 4. The determinants of price dispersion of private securities
This table presents the results of a panel regression where the dependent variable is the price
dispersion of private security s in quarter q across mutual funds, which is measured as the standard
deviation of prices divided by the mean price across mutual funds in quarter q. Independent variables
include QTRSinceIssue, the number of quarters since the initial purchase; FollowOn, a dummy
variable that equals one if a subsequent round has taken place; FollowOnQTR, a dummy variable that
equals one if quarter q is a quarter with a follow-on funding round; QTRSinceNew is a series of
dummy variables that equal one in the four quarters after a new funding round, AEV is aggregate event
volume from RavenPack, which measures the count of events over a rolling 91-day window;
Ln(NumFd), the log of the number of funds holding the security.

QTRSinceIssue
FollowOn

Model 1
0.003**
(2.13)
-0.012
(-1.40)

Model 2
0.011***
(4.02)
-0.020
(-1.14)

FollowOnQTR

Model 3
0.002**
(2.02)

0.032**
(2.30)
0.012
(0.64)
-0.006
(-0.73)
0.007
(0.48)
-0.020***
(-3.42)
-0.014*
(-1.94)

1 QTRSinceNew
2 QTRSinceNew
3 QTRSinceNew
4 QTRSinceNew
QTRSinceIssue × (1 − FollowOn)

0.011
(1.62)
-0.001
(-1.13)
-0.013***
(-3.97)
0.001***
(3.79)

[QTRSinceIssue × (1 − FollowOn)]2
QTRSinceNew × FollowOn
(QTRSinceNew × FollowOn)2
AEV
Ln(NumFd)

Model 4

0.019***
(3.47)

-0.025**
(-2.63)
0.009
(1.46)

R-squared
0.796
0.814
Obs
618
170
*, **, *** - significant at the 10, 5, and 1% level (respectively)

0.019***
(3.44)

0.022***
(3.31)

0.797
618

0.797
618
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No. FundQuarter

Mean

Std.Dev.

10%

25%

Quarter FE
N
N
N
0.198
0.215
0.211
R-squared
Obs
1,323
1,323
1,323
*, **, *** - significant at the 10, 5, and 1% level (respectively)

Y
0.264
1,323

Y
0.286
1,323

Y
0.281
1,323

ASFD
140
1,323
0.765
0.184
0.500
0.603
WTPE
140
1,323
0.008
0.010
0.000
0.001
TR-square
140
1,323
3.724
1.396
1.953
2.756
Panel B: Fund R-square Regressed on Active Share and Private Equity Investment
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5
Model 6
ASFD
-3.382*** -3.145*** -3.154*** -3.523*** -3.243*** -3.258***
(-5.48)
(-4.87)
(-4.85)
(-5.59)
(-4.91)
(-4.92)
WTPE
-18.616***
-22.016***
(-2.82)
(-2.94)
Dummy (WTPE > 1%)
-0.361**
-0.422**
(-2.36)
(-2.53)
Constant
6.313***
6.275***
6.239***
6.708***
6.627***
6.567***
(13.16)
(13.28)
(13.03)
(12.52)
(12.58)
(12.12)

No. Fund

Panel A: Quantile Distribution
0.820
0.004
3.665

Median

0.924
0.011
4.515

75%

0.961
0.020
5.453

90%

equity. Panel A presents summary statistics for ASFD, WTPE, and the R-square measures. Panel B presents the quarterly panel regression results
of regressing the fund R-square measure on ASFD and WTPE. t-statistics are clustered at the fund level in all models. In Model 4-6, quarterly
fixed effects are also included.

benchmark (tracked by fund f) in the same quarter. WTPEfq = ∑i∈fwf,i,q × PEi,t where PEi,q is a dummy variable indicating stock i is a private

(2013). ASFDf,t = ∑i∈f|wf,i,t − wb,i,t|/2, where wf,i,t is the weight of stock i in the fund f in quarter q, and wb,i,q is the weight of stock i in the

months, and R2 is obtained for fund quarters between 2010 and 2015. We use the log transformation of R2 following Amihud and Goyenko

benchmark model. R2 is the proportion of the fund return variance that is explained by the variation in these factors. Estimation period is set at 24

For U.S. domestic active equity mutual funds that hold at least one private equity, we regress monthly fund returns on returns of a multifactor

Table 5. Private security portfolio weight and mutual fund active bets
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Table 6. Mutual fund returns around follow-on financing found of private equity holdings
For each round of follow-on financing for a private security s, the abnormal return on fund f on day t is
defined as AR_MKTft = (Rft – RMKTt ), where Rft (RMKTt) is the return on fund f (the value-weighted
market portfolio) on day t. Denoting the follow-on round date for private security s as day 0, the
cumulative abnormal returns over a k-day window from day 0 to day k is:

⎡
   = ⎢ ∏  +   
⎣ =


⎤
⎥ −
⎦

CAR_MKT[0,k] is CAR_MKTfs[0,k] averaged across funds. Standard errors are clustered at the securityround level. The number of securities, funds, average number of funds per security and fund-security
observations are reported. The cumulative abnormal returns for pre-event windows are from days –k to -1
are also reported. Big 5 refers to the sub-sample of mutual fund families that most actively invest in private
companies,comprising of Fidelity, T. Rowe Price, Hartford, American Funds, and Blackrock. Non-Big 5
refers to all funds excluding the Big 5 funds. Panel B (C) reports the results when we exclude event dates
obtained from TechCrunch database (and funds that do not hold the security s in the follow-up round). The
sample period is from 2010 to 2015.

No.
Secur.

No.
Funds

Funds Fundper
Securit
Security y Obs.

CAR_MKT
[−10, -1] [−5, -1] [−3, -1]

[0, 3]

[0, 5]

[0, 10]

Panel A: CAR around Follow On Round
All Funds
30
154
11
322

-0.020
-0.174 -0.135 0.189
0.387
0.279
(-0.08) (-1.05) (-0.97) (1.22)
(1.64)
(0.88)
Big 5
28
60
6
177
-0.131
-0.330 -0.309* 0.178
0.274
0.108
(-0.47) (-1.47) (-1.77) (1.08)
(1.27)
(0.52)
Non-Big 5
19
94
8
145
0.117
0.018
0.079
0.203
0.525
0.490
(0.36)
(0.11)
(0.59) (1.10)
(1.53)
(0.86)
Panel B: CAR around Follow On Round (Drop TechCrunch Data)
All Funds
25
138
12
282
0.026
-0.097 -0.046 0.206 0.543**
0.363
(0.11)
(-0.61) (-0.33) (1.19)
(2.31)
(1.03)
Big 5
24
57
7
157
-0.013
-0.190 -0.180 0.178 0.435**
0.212
(-0.05) (-1.02) (-1.18) (0.97)
(2.39)
(1.04)
Non-Big 5
15
81
9
125
0.075
0.022
0.125
0.242
0.679*
0.554
(0.20)
(0.11)
(0.82) (1.14)
(1.77)
(0.83)
Panel C: CAR around Follow On Round (Require Holding after New Round and Drop TechCrunch Data)
All Funds
18
130
14
240
-0.034
-0.084 -0.049 0.268 0.664**
0.485
(-0.12) (-0.48) (-0.32) (1.48)
(2.71)
(1.25)
Big 5
17
51
8
129
-0.075
-0.153 -0.178 0.288* 0.602*** 0.375**
(-0.26) (-0.78) (-1.10) (1.78)
(4.20)
(2.18)
Non-Big 5
11
79
11
111
0.014
-0.004
0.104
0.244
0.737
0.614
(0.03)
(-0.02) (0.61) (1.05)
(1.74)
(0.83)
*, **, *** - significant at the 10, 5, and 1% level (respectively)
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Mean

Secur.
Obs.

Secur. Funds

Secur.

Low

17

51

5

84

[−10, 0) [−5, 0)
0.031
-0.114
(0.12) (-0.80)
Med
17
76
6
97
-0.018 -0.105
(-0.07) (-0.60)
High
17
65
5
84
0.279
0.017
(1.07)
(0.09)
*, **, *** - significant at the 10, 5, and 1% level (respectively)

∆Deal × WTPE

Obs.

0.180
0.348
1.722

0.230
0.569
1.356

23.04
51.33
199.00

90%

[−3, 0)
[0, 3]
[0, 5]
[0, 10]
-0.044
0.123
0.440
0.172
(-0.38) (0.72)
(1.67)
(0.47)
-0.036
0.270 0.591*** 0.403
(-0.25) (1.60)
(3.01)
(1.19)
-0.003 0.449** 0.830** 0.827*
(-0.01) (2.33)
(2.84)
(1.86)

Std.
10%
25%
Median
75%
Dev.
Panel A1: Quantile Distribution of Percentage Change in Deal Price (∆Deal, in %)
Low
8
4.46
26.52
-58.84
4.04
13.75
17.93
Med
9
35.60
9.27
23.08
29.79
32.69
43.06
Rank of ∆Deal
High
8
123.69 37.42
66.20 108.18 120.82 133.15
Panel A2: Quantile Distribution of Investment Weight (WTPE, in %)
Low
84
0.079
0.126
0.004
0.014
0.024
0.077
Rank of
Med
97
0.181
0.189
0.018
0.044
0.112
0.247
∆Deal × WTPE
High
84
0.504
0.467
0.114
0.168
0.308
0.891
Panel A3: Quantile Distribution of ∆Deal × WTPE (in %)
Low
84
0.053
0.074
0.002
0.005
0.019
0.070
Rank of
Med
97
0.140
0.139
0.005
0.022
0.073
0.278
∆Deal × WTPE
High
84
0.473
0.582
0.025
0.067
0.237
0.530
Panel B: CAR around Follow On Round
FundCAR_MKT
Rank of
No.
No. Funds per

Panel A: Quantile Distribution

[−10, 0)
0.023
(0.13)
-0.068
(-0.35)
0.120
(0.68)

[−5, 0)
-0.057
(-0.70)
-0.139
(-1.03)
-0.054
(-0.40)
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[−3, 0) [0, 3]
[0, 5] [0, 10]
0.017 0.161 0.390** 0.280
(0.27) (1.23) (2.57) (1.36)
-0.078 0.164* 0.428** 0.329
(-0.76) (1.89) (2.71) (1.37)
-0.056 0.174* 0.582** 0.688*
(-0.41) (2.02) (2.18) (1.79)

CAR_BMK

Panel A of this table reports the distribution of (i) percentage change in the deal price per share of private security (∆Deal) for securities divided into terciles based on the
percentage change in deal price (panel A1); (ii) the investment weight of each private security (WTPE) for each tercile of ∆Deal  WTPE (panel A2); and (iii) the product
of the percentage change in deal price and the investment weight of each private security (∆Deal × WTPE) for each tercile of ∆Deal × WTPE (panel A3). Panel B of this
table reports the cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) around the follow-on funding event at the fund-security level for the terciles based on ∆Deal × WTPE. CARs are
averaged across securities in each tercile portfolio and standard errors are clustered at the security level for computing the t-statistics. CARs are computed relative to both
the value-weighted market index returns and fund’s benchmark portfolio returns, and referred to as CAR_MKT and CAR_BMK, respectively. Event windows are 3-, 5-,
and 10-days around the event date 0 of follow-on funding round date.

Table 7. Funds' exposure to private securities and predictability in fund returns

Table 8. Regression of abnormal mutual fund returns on its exposure to private securities
Panel A presents the cross-sectional distribution of the percentage change in deal price per share, the
investment weight on private equity, as well as the product of the two variables. Panel B presents the
results of the following cross-sectional regressions (across funds and private securities) and the
corresponding t-statistics with standard errors clustered at the security-round level:
CAR_MKTfs[0,k]=α+ β (∆Deals*WTPEfs)+ εfs,
where CAR_MKTfs[0,k] refers to the cumulative abnormal return (adjusted for value-weighted market
index returns) of fund f holding private security s over from day 0 to day k, where 0 is the follow-on
funding round date, and k takes the value of 3, 5, or 10. ∆Deals refers to the percentage change in
deal price per share of security s on the follow-on round date, and WTPEfs refers to the investment
weight of fund f in security s according to the latest holdings. CAR_BMKfs[0,k] in Models 4 to 6 is
adjusted by the fund benchmark portfolio returns.
Panel A: Quantile Distribution

Rank

Mean

Std.Dev.

10%

Quantile Distribution
25%
Median
75%

0.566

0.081

0.190

0.327

1.040

1.287

0.330
0.379

0.015
0.003

0.033
0.019

0.110
0.065

0.254
0.268

0.673
0.446

90%

Panel A1: Security Level

∆Deal

0.538

Panel A2: Fund-Security Level

WTPE (in %)
∆Deal × WTPE

0.232
0.210

Panel B: CAR After Follow On Round Regressed on Change in Valuation and Fund Holding

∆Deal × WTPE
Constant

[0, 3]
Model 1
0.197
(1.42)
0.166
(0.86)

CAR_MKT
[0, 5]
[0, 10]
Model 2 Model 3
0.979*** 1.433***
(4.05)
(3.50)
0.343*
0.072
(1.87)
(0.28)

R-squared
0.005
0.095
0.109
Obs
279
280
281
*, **, *** - significant at the 10, 5, and 1% level (respectively)

[0, 3]
Model 4
0.159
(1.66)
0.092
(0.91)
0.009
279

CAR_BMK
[0, 5]
[0, 10]
Model 5 Model 6
0.969*** 1.323***
(3.90)
(3.34)
0.215*
0.093
(2.06)
(0.62)
0.160
280

0.171
281
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Figure 1. Airbnb Series D valuations reported by three mutual funds.
The Series D round for Airbnb closed at $40.71 on April 16, 2014. The lines depict the
quarterly valuations for Airbnb by three mutual funds in their quarterly reports.
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